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ARTICLES (a / an / the) 

Fill in the correct answers with ‘a’, ‘an’ or ‘the’. 

 It was ________ (_a_ / an / the) bright, clear day. Michael, Susan, and Tim were 

planning to go to sea. They wanted to take their father’s car, but they did not want their 

father to find out. ________ (A / An / The) car was parked behind their house. They 

quietly took ________ (a / an / the) keys and drove off towards their destination, feeling 

happy and excited. On their way, they saw ________ (a / an_ / the) old man walking 

slowly on the side of the main road with the help of _______ (_a_ / an / the) cane. 

Michael felt bad and decided to stop. ________ (A / An / The) old man told them that 

he was trying to go home, but could not call his children to pick him up. There were 

tears in ________ (a / an / the) old man’s eyes as he was telling them his story. 

Michael, Susan and Tim decided to help send the old man home. The journey took 

_______ (a / an_/ the) hour by car. When they arrived, _________ (a / an / the) old 

man invited them inside to thank them. Michael, Susan, and Tim felt sad seeing the 

condition of ________ (a / an / the) old man’s house. They promised themselves that 

they will take better care of their own parents. They were filled with remorse and 

decided not to go to the beach that day. 

 

SUBJECT VERB AGREEMENT 

Circle the correct answer. Answer all questions. 

1) The leaves (is / are) scattered on the pavement. 

2) The Christian monks (is reading / are reading) their holy books. 

3) A policeman (chase / chases) several culprits near the abandoned 

warehouse. 

4) Baba, Kassim and Arfan (go / goes) to the beach every weekend to get a tan. 

5) Because of their clumsiness, the baby (fall / falls) down and (bump / bumps) 

his head. 

6) The three little ducks (is chasing / are chasing) after their food. 

7) The postmen (is posting / are posting) their final letters before going home. 

8) Before their shift (end / ends), they decided to do something spontaneous. 
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9) The ant colony (love / loves) to build an empire. 

10) “Why are they following us?” (ask / asks) him.  

ADJECTIVES 

Find the adjective and circle the correct answer. 
 

1. Theo’s favourite book is found under the table. 
a) found 
b) book 
c) favourite 

 

2. Where did you find the beautiful necklace? 
a) find 
b) beautiful 
c) necklace 

 

3. A curious girl decided to investigate the matter. 
a) matter 
b) investigate 
c) curious 

 

4. The red banner is falling off! 
a) red 
b) banner 
c) falling off 

 

5. Mr. Jackson went to see the peculiar man. 
a) peculiar 

b) man 

c) went 


